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Introduction

If you want to make accurate oscilloscope measurements on high-speed signals, it is critical that you select your probes with care and use them properly. The probe is the dominant factor in determining the noise floor and response of your measurement system. Probe loading effects on the circuit under test are also a critical consideration.

This application note discusses active probes with bandwidths greater than 1 GHz.

When you choose a probe, you need to evaluate four aspects:

- Response, $V_{out}/V_{in}$
- Target loading at low and high frequencies
- Noise
- Adaptability and ease of use for probing various targets
The InfiniiMax probe architecture pioneered by Keysight Technologies, Inc. optimizes all of these aspects. The key to the InfiniiMax architecture is separating the probe head from the probe amplifier. This architecture enables small probe heads that can access restricted spaces while simultaneously optimizing response and loading.

The InfiniiMax architecture is inherently differential. Even if you’re measuring a single-ended signal, a differential probe always provides superior results, especially as the bandwidth of the signal increases. Remember, all signals are differential; “ground” is a convenient fantasy. A differential probe will have lower loading (higher impedance) for high-frequency signals in addition to higher common mode rejection ratio (CMRR). To learn more about the advantages of differential probes for measuring single-ended signals, refer to Application Note 1419-03, “Performance Comparison of Differential and Single-Ended Active Voltage Probes,” publication number 5988-8006EN.

The additional offset range available in an active probe is a benefit of using probes that is often overlooked. This additional offset range makes it possible to measure small AC signals riding on a large DC offset with good resolution. To learn more about this, see Application Note 1451, “Understanding and Using Offset in InfiniiMax Active Probes,” publication number 5988-9264EN.
Response

The most meaningful way to characterize the time domain and frequency domain response of a probe is to characterize the output of the probe as a function of the input at the probe tips. Defining the response this way allows you to evaluate the probe’s accuracy in reproducing the actual signal present in your system with the probe attached. Some manufacturers define probe response as $V_{out}/V_{source}$, in other words, “what would be there if the probe were not present.” Some manufacturers design their probes and DSP correction software to display what the waveform “would have been” in the absence of the probe.

When you define response this way, you must make a number of assumptions about the nature of the system under test, and the response can only be defined for a specific test configuration. This can lead to erroneous assumptions about how the probe’s response will affect your measurement on your system under test. Also, if the probe’s loading causes your circuit to lose some timing or amplitude margin, you probably want to know that when you make a measurement. $V_{out}/V_{source}$ compensation will hide these effects from you.

The responses of all combinations of probe head and probe amplifier are documented in the probe user’s guides, which are available online. For example, consider the 1169A 12-GHz probe amplifier and the N5381A 12-GHz solder-in probe head. In the 1169A user’s guide, publication number 01169-97007, the time domain step response is shown in Figure 2-18, page 2-24, and reproduced in Figure 3.

Graph of step response with and without phase correction. Normalized to an ideal input step.

**Figure 3. Time domain response of N5381A solder-in probe head and 1169A probe amplifier**

Graph of $dB(V_{in})$ and $dB(V_{out}) + 10.8$ dB of probe with a 25 W source and $dB(V_{out}/V_{in}) + 10.8$ dB frequency response.

**Figure 4. Frequency domain (magnitude) response of N5381A solder-in probe head and 1169A probe amplifier**

Note that when the probe is used with the Keysight DSO/DSA80000 and DSO/DSA90000 Series scopes, DSP processing takes place in the scope to further correct the probe response in both magnitude and phase. The graph shows the response both with and without DSP correction.
Target system loading

Target system loading is the second critical aspect of a probe system. Excessive loading at low and mid-band frequencies will reduce the amplitude of signals under test, thus reducing the margin for amplitude tests or in some cases causing a “good” system to actually fail. Some manufacturers probes have impedance on the order of 450 ohms at mid-band frequencies, which will result in a 5% reduction in signal amplitude when probing a 50-ohm transmission line. Excessive loading at high frequencies will increase the rise and fall times of signals in the system under test, as well as introducing delay and intersymbol interference (ISI).

Loading for all Keysight InfiniMax probes is documented in the user’s guides. For example, consider the N5381A 12-GHz solder-in probe head. In the user’s guide, publication number 01169-97007, the time domain loading is shown in Figure 2-19 on page 2-24 and in Figure 5.

The blue trace is a step with 58-ps rise time on a 50-ohm transmission line without the probe attached. The red trace shows how the signal on the transmission line changes when the probe head is attached.

The frequency domain loading is shown in Figure 2-23 on page 2-26 of the user’s guide, and in Figure 6.

In Figure 6 you can see how the differential mode input impedance is always higher than the single-ended mode input impedance.

Spice models are available for all high-impedance InfiniMax probe heads. You can use these models to simulate how the probe’s loading will affect the operation of your circuit. The Spice models are provided in the user’s guides. In the 1169A User’s Guide, the Spice models begin on page 3-1.
Noise

Probe noise is typically larger than the scope’s noise floor, so choosing a probe with a low noise floor is critical to accurate measurements. Noise is translated into jitter by the slope of the signal, so noise also has an impact on jitter measurements. Noise becomes more pronounced the slower the slew rate of the signal. Keysight’s 1168A and 1169A InfiniiMax probes have an exceptionally low noise floor of 2.6 mV rms referenced to the probe input.

Adaptability

The InfiniiMax architecture gives you the flexibility to probe a wide variety of target system configurations. Probe heads available include:

- 7- and 12-GHz solder-in probe heads
- 12-GHz ZIF (zero insertion force) probe heads and tips
- 6- and 12-GHz differential handheld browser heads
- 5-GHz single-ended browser probe head
- 12-GHz socketed probe head
- 7- and 12-GHz dual-SMA probe heads

All probe heads are differential with the exception of the E2676A single-ended browser probe head.

Wire length

The two points where you have to attach a probe may not always be conveniently located close together. The E2677A solder-in probe head, the N5451A long-wire ZIF tip, and the E2677A socketed probe head all provide facilities for attaching various wire lengths to accommodate different spacings.

You need to make tradeoffs with longer wire connections to the target. The longer the wires, the greater the loading, and the first resonant frequency will be lower in both the loading and the response. For each longer wire solution, optimized damping resistors are chosen to provide optimal damping of both loading and response.

This results in lower bandwidth, but suppresses the resonances to flatten out both the response and the loading. The probe user’s guide shows the response and the loading for each solution. For example, in the 1169A User’s Guide, starting on page 2-24, there is a discussion of the N5451A long-wire ZIF tips. The loading and response of any long-connection solution also depend on the angle of the wires, so for the long-wire ZIF tips, the manual shows the response and loading with zero degrees separation and with 60 degrees of separation of the resistor leads.

You should also bear in mind that signals that are widely separated in space are not truly “differential” because the fields are not coupled, therefore there is not a true “differential” mode, only two single-ended modes.

The response and loading data for the E2677A differential solder-in probe head with medium-bandwidth resistors can be found in the 1134A User’s Guide publication number 01134-97009 starting on page 1-34.

The response and loading data for the E2677A differential solder-in probe head with medium-bandwidth resistors can be found in the 1134A User’s Guide publication number 01134-97009 starting on page 1-34.
ZIF probe heads and tips

The N5425A ZIF probe head and N5426A ZIF tips save money and are very convenient when you need to move probes around to many probe points in a target system. The cost of the ZIF tips is much less than the cost of a probe head. Each ZIF tip model number includes ten ZIF tips. Long-wire ZIF tips, model number N5451A, are available to accommodate wider-spaced probe points.

Figure 7. N5425A ZIF probe head and N5426A ZIF tips
Dual-SMA probe heads

Two dual-SMA probe heads are available, E2695A (7 GHz) and N5380A (12 GHz). If you have RF coaxial connectors for your signal under test, why would you use a differential SMA probe rather than simply connect the signals to two channels of the scope with coaxial cables and use a math function to subtract the two components of the differential signal?

There are multiple advantages of using a probe with a differential SMA probe head. If you use cables to connect differential signals to two channels of the scope, the results are critically dependent on properly adjusting the skew between the two signals. The common mode rejection ratio is dependent on any slight calibration differences between the two channels. When you use the differential probe, you don’t need to worry about adjusting channel-to-channel skew or individual channel gain calibrations.

When you use coaxial cables to connect the two sides of the differential signal (or a single-ended signal) to the scope, the S-parameters of the coax cable affect the measurement accuracy. (It is of course possible to de-embed the cables if you have a good model for the cables). The probe, on the other hand, has compensation designed in for the cable connecting the probe amplifier to the scope and for its internal circuits. When you use the 1168A or 1169A probe with a DSO/DASA80000B or DSO/DASA90000A Series scope, the scope automatically applies DSP filters to provide further response flattening.

If you use coaxial cables and math functions to measure differential signals, two scope channels are required for each differential signal, which limits you to two differential signals that can be acquired simultaneously. By using differential probes, you can acquire four signals simultaneously. This allows you, for example, to view two lanes simultaneously, where each lane consists of one differential pair transmitting in each direction.

The principal disadvantage of using a probe instead of direct coaxial cables is that the probe contributes noise.
Probe head extension

You may need to monitor a system in a temperature chamber with an oscilloscope probe to characterize performance of your device or system over a wide range of operating temperatures, or to determine the cause of failures at high or low temperatures. Keysight InfiniiMax probe amplifiers have a specified operating temperature range from 5 degrees C to 40 degrees C. However, the probe heads can be operated over a much wider range. You can use the Keysight N5450A extension cable set (Figure 9) to physically separate the probe heads from the probe amplifiers. This will allow you to operate the probe heads inside a temperature chamber with the probe amplifier located outside the temperature chamber. Refer to Application Note 1601, “Extending the Range of Keysight InfiniiMax Probes,” publication number 5989-7587EN, for more details.

Extending the dynamic range of probes

The dynamic range of the 1130 series is 5 V p-p; the dynamic range of the 1160 series is 3.3 V p-p. If you need to measure larger signals, the architecture of the InfiniiMax probes allows you to add coaxial RF attenuators between the probe head and the probe amplifier to increase the dynamic range. Attenuators also allow you to increase the offset range of the probe. For details refer to “Extending the Range of Keysight InfiniiMax Probes,” as cited above.
To completely characterize differential signals you need to measure:
- The differential mode component of the differential signal (Vp-Vm)
- The common mode component of the differential signal (Vcmsig)

To make these measurements with single-ended probes, you would connect one single-ended probe between Vp and Vgd (refer to figure 10) and to one channel of a scope, and another single-ended probe between Vm and Vgd and to a second channel of the scope. You would then use math functions in the scope to derive the common mode and differential signals. The common mode signal Vcmsig is equal to (Vp + Vm)/2.

Due to ground connection inductance, single ended probes typically don’t reject the Vcmdut component very well, especially at higher frequencies. This will corrupt the measurement of Vcmsig since it should not include the Vcmdut component.

The ground connection inductance also allows spurious signals to be launched onto the coax shield of the probe. The routing and position of the probe coax will determine how this signal will be reflected back to the probe tip ground. This reflected signal affects the measured signal and causes repeatability problems if the probe cable is moved.

All signals can be derived by using two differential probes and math functions in the scope. Connect one differential probe between Vp and Vgd (refer to figure 10) and to one channel of a scope, and another differential probe between Vm and Vgd and to a second channel of the scope. The differential and common mode signals can be derived by using math functions in the scope. Alternatively, you can use one differential probe to measure Vp-Vm directly. The advantage of using two probes connected to Vp and Vm is that both differential and common mode signals can be measured with one connection and only two probes. The individual signals Vp and Vm can also be observed. This may be valuable for troubleshooting, for example, if only one side is exhibiting overshoot or crosstalk.

A differential probe with good common mode rejection will greatly attenuate the Vcmdut component when measuring Vp-Vgd and Vm-Vgd.

The common mode rejection will also significantly attenuate any signal that is launched onto the probe coaxes and reflected back to the probe tip ground.

A differential probe can directly measure Vp-Vm. This allows the user to verify that the indirect measurement (i.e. the difference of the two signals) agrees with the direct measurement and thus ensure that the two probes are properly de-skewed.
Summary

The Keysight InfiniiMax probing system offers an optimized combination of response fidelity, loading, low noise, and accessibility for a wide variety of probing challenges. Understanding the tradeoffs of the available probe amplifiers, probe heads, and accessories will help you make the best measurements on your system under test.
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